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Island Of The Blue Dolphins
From renowned Newbery-winning author Jerry Spinelli
comes a powerful story about how not fitting in just might
lead to an incredible life. This classic book is perfect for
fans of Gordon Korman and Carl Hiaasen. Just like other
kids, Zinkoff rides his bike, hopes for snow days, and
wants to be like his dad when he grows up. But Zinkoff
also raises his hand with all the wrong answers, trips
over his own feet, and falls down with laughter over a
word like "Jabip." Other kids have their own word to
describe him, but Zinkoff is too busy to hear it. He
doesn't know he's not like everyone else. And one winter
night, Zinkoff's differences show that any name can
someday become "hero." With some of his finest writing
to date and great wit and humor, Jerry Spinelli creates a
story about a boy's individuality surpassing the need to fit
in and the genuine importance of failure. As readers
follow Zinkoff from first through sixth grade, it becomes
impossible not to identify with and root for him through
failures and triumphs. The perfect classroom read.
"Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When
You Reach Me far surpasses the usual whodunit or sci-fi
adventure to become an incandescent exploration of 'life,
death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The Washington Post
This Newbery Medal winner that has been called "smart
and mesmerizing," (The New York Times) and "superb"
(The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers of all
types, especially those who are looking for a thoughtprovoking mystery with a mind-blowing twist. Shortly
after a fall-out with her best friend, sixth grader Miranda
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starts receiving mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know
what to do. The notes tell her that she must write a
letter—a true story, and that she can’t share her mission
with anyone. It would be easy to ignore the strange
messages, except that whoever is leaving them has an
uncanny ability to predict the future. If that is the case,
then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell
her that someone is going to die, and she might be too
late to stop it. Winner of the Boston Globe–Horn Book
Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and
Notable Book Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library
Guild Selection "Absorbing." —People "Readers ... are
likely to find themselves chewing over the details of this
superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall
Street Journal "Lovely and almost impossibly clever."
—The Philadelphia Inquirer "It's easy to imagine readers
studying Miranda's story as many times as she's read
L'Engle's, and spending hours pondering the provocative
questions it raises." —Publishers Weekly, Starred review
Bright Dawn must face the challenge of the Iditarod dog
sled race alone when her father is injured.
This antiquarian volume contains Ernest Thompson
Seton’s 1900 work, “Wild Animals I Have Known”. This
profusely illustrated collection of stories contains factual
accounts of the lives of eight wild animals, including:
“Lobo, The King Of Currumpaw”, “Silverspot, The Story
Of A Crow”, “Raggylug, The Story Of A Cottontail
Rabbit”, “Bingo, The Story Of A Dog”, “The Springfield
Fox”, “The Pacing Mustang”, “Wully, "The Story Of A
Yaller Dog”, And “Redruff, The Story Of The Don Valley
Partridge”. These moving and inspiring stories are highly
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recommended for animal-lovers, and would make for
great additions to any personal library. Ernest Thompson
Seton (1860 - 1946) was a British artist, author, and one
of the founders of the 'Boy Scouts of America'. Many
vintage texts such as this, especially those dating back
to the 1900s and before, are increasingly hard to come
by and expensive, and it is with this in mind that we are
republishing this book now in an affordable, modern,
high quality edition. It comes complete with a specially
commissioned new biography of the author.
Have a nice flight . . .
Island of the Blue Dolphins: An Instructional Guide for
Literature features rigorous and engaging crosscurricular lessons and activities to aid in students as they
follow this Newbery Medal-winning novel about a young
girl stranded on an island. This guide incorporates
research-based literacy skills to help students become
thorough readers. Each lesson and activity work in
conjunction with the text to teach students how to
analyze and comprehend story elements in multiple
ways, practice close reading and text-based vocabulary,
determine meaning through text-dependent questions,
and much more.
The threatened species categories used in Red Data
Books and Red Lists have been in place for almost 30
years. The IUCN Red List Categories and Criteria
provide an easily and widely understood system for
classifying species at high risk of global extinction, so as
to focus attention on conservation measures designed to
protect them. This latest version of the classification
system was adopted by the IUCN Council in February
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2001 and reflects comments from the IUCN and SSC
memberships and the final meeting of the Criteria
Review Working Group.
Suggested activities to be used in the classroom to
accompany the reading of Island of the blue dolphins by
Scott O'Dell.

This powerful account of the tragic defeat of the Nez
Perce Indians in 1877 by the United States Army is
narrated by Chief Joseph's strong and brave
daughter.
The arrival of Christopher Dawson, a young
archaeologist, dramatically alters the life of Lucinda
de Cabrillo y Benivides, a beautiful young girl
protected by her fabulously wealthy father from the
realities of the twentieth century.
Activities to be used in the classroom to accompany
the reading of Island of the blue dolphins by Scott
O'Dell.
Why Should I Recycle Garbage? (PB)
A study guide to understanding and enjoying
beloved stories. Designed to improve reading
comprehension, discern main ideas, and use context
clues and details.
John Reynolds Gardiner's classic action-packed
adventure story about a thrilling dogsled race has
captivated readers for more than thirty years. Based
on a Rocky Mountain legend, Stone Fox tells the
story of Little Willy, who lives with his grandfather in
Wyoming. When Grandfather falls ill, he is no longer
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able to work the farm, which is in danger of
foreclosure. Little Willy is determined to win the
National Dogsled Race—the prize money would save
the farm and his grandfather. But he isn't the only
one who desperately wants to win. Willy and his
brave dog Searchlight must face off against
experienced racers, including a Native American
man named Stone Fox, who has never lost a race.
Exciting and heartwarming, this novel has sold
millions of copies and was named a New York Times
Outstanding Children's Book.
Students analyze Island of the Blue Dolphins using
key skills from the Common Core. Close reading of
the text is required to answer text-dependent
questions. Included are student pages with the textdependent questions as well as suggested answers.
Read the sequel to the New York Times #1 bestselling book. The movie adaptation of Miss
Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children is now a
major motion picture from visionary director Tim
Burton, staring Eva Green, Asa Butterfield, Ella
Purnell, Samual L. Jackson, and Judi Dench. Bonus
features: • Sneak preview of the third Peculiar
Children novel • Exclusive Q&A with Ransom Riggs
• Never-before-seen peculiar photography Like its
predecessor, this second novel in the Peculiar
Children series blends thrilling fantasy with vintage
photography to create a one-of-a-kind reading
experience. September 3, 1940. Ten peculiar
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children flee an army of deadly monsters. And only
one person can help them—but she’s trapped in the
body of a bird. The extraordinary journey that began
in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children
continues as Jacob Portman and his newfound
friends journey to London, the peculiar capital of the
world. There, they hope to find a cure for their
beloved headmistress, Miss Peregrine. But in this
war-torn city, hideous surprises lurk around every
corner. And before Jacob can deliver the peculiar
children to safety, he must make an important
decision about his love for Emma Bloom.
Follows Jesuit seminarian Julian Escobar in the New
World as he witnesses the enslavement and
exploitation of the Mayas, Aztecs, and Incas by
Spanish conquerers.
Offers a literature unit based on the popular story of
a young Native American girl who spends eighteen
years alone on a beautiful but isolated island off the
coast of California.
The story of one African-American family fighting to
stay together and strong in the face of brutal racist
attacks, illness, poverty, and betrayal in the Deep
South of the 1930s.
The year is 1849. Young Jack Flagg sets out to
recoup his Aunt Arabella's fortune on a ship bound
from Boston to the California gold fields. Thus begin
the wild, swashbuckling adventures of a determined
12-year-old and his intrepid butler. Illustrations.
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The Newbury Award-winning author delivers “what
may be his finest novel” in this young adult narrative
of Saint Francis of Assisi and the Fifth Crusade
(Publishers Weekly). Rich in the atmosphere of
thirteenth-century Italy, The Road to Damietta offers
a fascinating new perspective on the man who
became Saint Francis of Assisi: the guileless, joyous
man who praised the oneness of nature and sought
to bring the world into harmony. Thirteen-year-old
Ricca di Montanaro, who secretly loves the young
Francis, watches in awe as he disavows his rich
father and declares himself a servant of Christ.
Following him on his journey, Ricca recounts
Francis’s attempt to bring peace amidst the
bloodshed of the Fifth Crusade. “Lord, make me an
instrument of Thy peace,” he said. “Where there is
hatred, let me sow love, where there is injury,
pardon; where there is doubt, faith; where there is
darkness, light; where there is sadness, joy.” And so
he set off on the road to Damietta…
On a trip to the Moroccan market town of Rissani, Ali
becomes separated from his father during a
sandstorm.
An English professor describes the historical novels
traditionally used in the classroom for the past thirty
years, including Johnny Tremain and Island of Blue
Dolphins that are now out of step with current
historiography and social sensibilities, particularly
where race is concerned. Simultaneous.
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Shrouded Heritage: Island of the Blue Dolphins
describes the quest of a father and daughter to
reveal the true events that inspired Scott O'Dell's
most beloved novel, and detail the life and legacy of
the real woman who inspired the character O'Dell
named Karana. This remarkable saga weaves
together a captivating narrative derived from dozens
of historic documents, as well as from accounts of
Indigenous People who passionately assert their
ancestral bond to the actual island that O'Dell
fictionalized in his literary masterpiece. During this
saga, bitter conflicts arise as suppressed evidence is
revealed by the author that challenges academics
who then must fight to retain thousands of human
remains taken from the real Island of the Blue
Dolphins. Their opponents are Indigenous Peoples
who wish to rebury their ancestors on that island in
order to return their souls to heaven among the Milky
Way.
This is the first authoritative edition of one of the most
significant childrenÕs books of the twentieth century.
Winner of the 1961 Newbery Medal,ÊIsland of the Blue
DolphinsÊtells the story of a girl left alone for eighteen
years in the aftermath of violent encounters with
Europeans on her home island off the coast of Southern
California. This special edition includes two excised
chapters, published here for the first time, as well as a
critical introduction and essays that offer new
background on the archaeological, legal, and colonial
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histories of Native peoples in California.ÊSara L.
Schwebel explores the composition history and editorial
decisions made by author Scott OÕDell that ensured the
success ofÊIsland of the Blue DolphinsÊat a time when
second-wave feminism, the civil rights movement, and
multicultural education increasingly influenced which
books were taught. This edition also considers how
readers might approach the book today, when new
archaeological evidence is emerging about the ÒLone
Woman of San Nicolas Island,Ó on whom OÕDellÕs
story is based, and Native peoples are engaged in the
reclamation of indigenous histories and ongoing
struggles for political sovereignty.
A young Indian girl learns the art of survival when she is
stranded on an isolated Pacific island.
A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy
killed by a police officer, drawing connections through
history, from award-winning author Jewell Parker
Rhodes. An instant New York Times bestsellerAn instant
IndieBound bestsellerThe #1 Kids' Indie Next PickA
Walter Award winner Only the living can make the world
better. Live and make it better. Twelve-year-old Jerome
is shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a
real threat. As a ghost, he observes the devastation
that's been unleashed on his family and community in
the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal killing.
Soon Jerome meets another ghost: Emmett Till, a boy
from a very different time but similar circumstances.
Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a
journey towards recognizing how historical racism may
have led to the events that ended his life. Jerome also
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meets Sarah, the daughter of the police officer, who
grapples with her father's actions. Once again Jewell
Parker Rhodes deftly weaves historical and sociopolitical layers into a gripping and poignant story about
how children and families face the complexities of
today's world, and how one boy grows to understand
American blackness in the aftermath of his own death.
It’s Nikki Maxwell’s birthday!! Will it be a blast or a
bust? Find out in Nikki’s newest diary, the thirteenth
installment in the #1 New York Times blockbuster
bestselling Dork Diaries series! Nikki and her BFFs
Chloe and Zoey have been planning a birthday party of
epic proportions! There’s just one problem—Nikki’s mom
says no way to the budget they need to make it happen.
Nikki’s ready to call the whole thing off, but some
surprising twists might take that decision out of her
hands, and help comes from the person Nikki would
least expect. One way or another, this will be a birthday
that Nikki will never forget!
These leveled discussion questions about Island of the
Blue Dolphins require students to read closely, make
connections, and share their analyses. Included are
leveled comprehension questions and suggested
answers.
A 1968 Newbery Honor Book From the depths of a cave
in the Vermilion Sea, Ramon Salazar has wrested a
black pearl so lustrous and captivating that his father, an
expert pearl dealer, is certain Ramon has found the
legendary Pearl of Heaven. Such a treasure is sure to
bring great joy to the villagers of their tiny coastal town,
and even greater renown to the Salazar name. No diver,
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not even the swaggering Gaspar Ruiz, has ever found a
pearl like this! But is there a price to pay for a prize so
great? When a terrible tragedy strikes the village, old
Luzon’s warning about El Diablo returns to haunt
Ramon. If El Diablo actually exists, it will take all
Ramon’s courage to face the winged creature waiting
for him offshore.
An Indian girl spends eighteen years alone on a rocky
island off the coast of California in 1860s.
As her beloved grandfather, chief of the Maori tribe of
Whangara, New Zealand, struggles to lead in difficult
times and to find a male successor, young Kahu is
developing a mysterious relationship with whales,
particularly the ancient bull whale whose leg
Lois Lowry once again creates a mysterious but plausible
future world. It is a society ruled by savagery and deceit that
shuns and discards the weak. Left orphaned and physically
flawed, young Kira faces a frightening, uncertain future.
Blessed with an almost magical talent that keeps her alive,
she struggles with ever broadening responsibilities in her
quest for truth, discovering things that will change her life
forever. As she did in THE GIVER, Lowry challenges readers
to imagine what our world could become, how people could
evolve, and what could be considered valuable. Every reader
will be taken by Kira’s plight and will long ponder her
haunting world and the hope for the future.
Island of the Blue DolphinsHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Run away to the Metropolitan Museum of Art with E. L.
Konigsburg’s beloved classic and Newbery Medal–winning
novel From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler—now available in a deluxe keepsake edition!
Claudia knew that she could never pull off the old-fashioned
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kind of running away…so she decided to run not from
somewhere but to somewhere. That was how Claudia and
her brother, Jamie, ended up living in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art—and right in the middle of a mystery that made
headlines. Celebrate the legacy of the Newbery
Medal–winning classic with this special edition.
In book four of the award-winning Austin Family Chronicles
young adult series from Madeleine L’Engle, author of A
Wrinkle in Time, Vicky Austin experiences the difficulties and
joys of growing up. "This wasn't the first time that I'd come
close to death, but it was the first time I'd been involved in this
part of it, this strange, terrible saying goodbye to someone
you've loved." These are Vicky Austin's thoughts as she
stands near Commander Rodney's grave while her
grandfather, who himself is dying of cancer, recites the
funeral service. Watching his condition deteriorate over that
long summer is almost more than she can bear. Then, in the
midst of her struggle, she finds herself the center of attention
for three young men. Leo, Commander Rodney's son, turns
to her as an old friend seeking comfort but longing for
romance. Zachary, whose attempted suicide inadvertently
caused Commander Rodney's death, sees her as the one
sane and normal person who can give some meaning to his
life. And Adam, a serious young student working at the
nearby marine-biology station, discovers Vicky, his friend's
little sister, incipient telepathic powers that can help him with
his experiments in dolphin communications. Vicky finds
solace and brief moments of peace in her poetry, but life goes
on around her, and the strain intensifies as she confronts
matters of love and of death, of dependence and of
responsibility, universal concerns that we all must face. The
inevitable crisis comes and Vicky must rely on openness,
sensitivity, and the love of others to overcome her private
grief. Once again, Madeleine L'Engle has written a story that
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revels in the drama of vividly portrayed characters and events
of the spiritual and moral dimensions of common human
experiences. A Ring of Endless Light is a 1981 Newbery
Honor Book. Books by Madeleine L'Engle A Wrinkle in Time
Quintet A Wrinkle in Time A Wind in the Door A Swiftly Tilting
Planet Many Waters An Acceptable Time A Wrinkle in Time:
The Graphic Novel by Madeleine L'Engle; adapted &
illustrated by Hope Larson Intergalactic P.S. 3 by Madeleine
L'Engle; illustrated by Hope Larson: A standalone story set in
the world of A Wrinkle in Time. The Austin Family Chronicles
Meet the Austins (Volume 1) The Moon by Night (Volume 2)
The Young Unicorns (Volume 3) A Ring of Endless Light
(Volume 4) A Newbery Honor book! Troubling a Star (Volume
5) The Polly O'Keefe books The Arm of the Starfish Dragons
in the Waters A House Like a Lotus And Both Were Young
Camilla The Joys of Love
A 1971 Newbery Honor Book The Navajo tribe's forced march
from their homeland to Fort Sumner by white soldiers and
settlers is dramatically and courageously told by young Bright
Morning.
Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl who
lived alone for eighteen years on an isolated island off the
California coast when her tribe emigrated and she was left
behind.
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